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Upon approaching the time for writing a thesis as a partial 
requirement for graduation, it was felt lay the writer that re­
search should be done in an area which would promote improvement 
in his local community. After giving several subjects adequate 
consideration and discussing the idea with various agencies, it 
was revealed that industry has had a tremendous effect upon agri­
culture in Bowie county# Therefore, the writer was encouraged 
by these findings to do further research in this particular area. 
According to Heinej1 the greatest source of the world* a 
food supply in times of peach as well as in war, agriculture in 
the United States merits a thorough stu<$r. The growth of agri­
culture throughout our country*s history records the native spirit 
of progress. 
While European agriculture was preoccupied with the break­
up of old and worn-out lands, the Europeans who landed eat the 
shores of the Hew World found spread before them vast areas of 
untouched, fertile soil. Much of it was not ready for the plowj 
boulders, underbrush and trees had to be removed before crops 
1 Heine, Franklin J* The T-erican Peoples Encyclopedia, 
, t'^oirporateS, 1952, p, )o|» Chicago i The Spencer Press 
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could be planted. Establishing a food supply was the first 
problemj in this the colonists were helped by the Indians, who 
gave tbea food and showed them how to plant such native crops 
as com, pumpkins, and squash. European crops,such as wheat, 
oats, and barley were planted later, livestock was brought from 
Europe to found new herds in toe Mew torld. Because of toe distance 
from Europe and the difficulties of transportation in the colonies, 
most of the s tilers, especially in the first years, had to provide 
themselves with nearly everything they needed. From their land 
they obtained their foodj material for their clothing was supplied 
from flocks of sheep and fields of cotton or flax. Honey and 
maple sap gave tbea sugar, and for strong drink they made their 
own whiskey and cider. 
Following toe colonial period, agriculture not only moved 
de through the years re» westward but, vast improvements 
lativ© to crop production and methods of farming. It has been 
accepted throughout toe years of agriculture thati "Agriculture 
is the backbone of any nation." If the farmer produced no crops 
the railroads would have practically nothing to haul, the factories 
would have practically no material out of which to manufacture 
their goods, the merchants would have practically nothing to sell, 
and nobody would have money with which to buy} the lawyers would 
have no clients who could pay them, and the doctors, preachers, 
and teachers would all have to starve with the rest car live like 
toe savage. The farmer is the foundation of our civilisation, 
i 
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fora i&en he fails to support than, all the other occupations fall 
to the ground# Hegardless of the type of farming an Individual is 
engaged in, it plays m important role in determining and main­
taining our American way of life# 
Through the years of the last two centuries industry grew 
out of the simplicity of the domestic system of household work, 
and the factory system, to that of the complex structure of modern 
industry# The basic casual factor in this radical change was the 
Industrial Hevolution# During the period fran 1?6$ to 178$, the 
methods and conditions of manufacturing in England underwent a 
change that altered the face of western civilization# The con­
sequences of this revolution were better remembered as being 
vast and immediate# Primarily, however, the great inventions 
of that era changed the character of man in relation to his work 
from that of having the tool act as an auxiliary to the worker 
to that of the worker becoming an auxiliary to the machine. No 
longer was the controlling factor in his work, m longer did he 
own the means of his production# 
For some years we have heard much about the decentralization 
for many of our industries, and there has actually been con­
siderable progress in this direction# During the decade 1920-
1930, the population in i termedlate-sized cities and in satellite 
cities increased more rapidly than in the central metropolis. 
This outcome created many problems in the intermediate sized cities 
1* 
that had never been encountered before* ̂  
Certain industries have moved out into the fringes of cities 
and some even into open-country and small-town areas* With the 
shift of industry has gone labor* From. & social viewpoint this 
movement has frequently been disastrous because one of the motives 
of industry has been to escape labor-union control and to hire 
workers in small-town and country areas at low wages* Sane of the 
early subsistence programs led in this same direction} In fact, 
subsistence resettlement was curbed in part because of the danger 
of exploitation by industry of part-time farm workers* As this 
has been the general trend throughout America, it has become a 
very pertinent factor in Bowie county, Texas* 
I. THE BGWIE COUNT! AREA 
Bowie County was created from Red River County in 181*0, 
and was organized in 181*1* It was named for James Bowie, hero 
of the Alamo* The first county seat was Boston, now called Old 
Boston, four miles south of the present county seat New Boston* 
In 181*0 Boston had a population of 135* add it remained the county 
seat and increased in population somesfoat until the year 1885, 
when an election was had and the county seat was removed to 
Texarkana, where it remained until 1890, when it was removed from 
Texarkana to the present location, which is supposed to be the 
geographical center of the county* This fact created some dis­
turbance at the time of the election and is yet discussed between 
5 
many of the ©3d settlers fro® the very fact that the county seat 
should have remained at Texarkana, Texas 
Farming com -unities of Bowie county* The county was at 
first a typical rural section during that day, covered with pine 
and hardwood virgin forests with the exception of a few email 
prairies near to© center of the county. There wore a few roads 
and they were only what was then called wagon roads or trails* 
Houses were f< 
2 
and far between, and these ware principally houses 
made from hewn logs and covered with oak boards made from the 
oak trees of toe forests* There were a few isolated communities 
outside of the county seat knows ass ItyTtle Springs, Old BeKalb, 
Baity Springs, and, perhaps, a few others. 
Since toe early part of the 19th. century many of the 
larger communities have broken up into two and even into three 
communities until at present there are approximately 10 major 
communities in Bowie county. All of these will not be treated 
primarily in tills thesis as will be stated in the scope of 
the problem. 
Urbanisation in Bowie County, In the early 1870*S, a 
railroad was built into Texarkana, and the foundation for the 
present city was laid. Two railroads were built through the 
2 County Clerk's Office Records. County Court House. 
Boston, Texas 
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county, the Texas and Pacific through the nothsrn part and the 
Cotton Belt through the southern part# When the railroads were 
under construction the people of Boston objected to having the 
l • 
tracks near the old plantations because the noise of the engines 
would frijditen the cattle# the railroad routed four miles north 
of Boston# The people began moving near the railroad and founded 
Hew Boston# Soon Boston became nothing but a village# The build­
ings were moved to Hew Boston# Then there were other teams to 
sprang up along these railroads$ the towns of lash, Hooks, Hew 
Boston, and EeKalb on the Texas and Pacificj Hedwater, Maud, 
These were trade and Oorley, and Hassett on the Cotton Belt# 
community centers, but from the time of its establishment, 
Texsrkana has been the principal business center of the county 
and had made progress on account of the railroads and hijdiways 
constructed into and through the city until It has become an 
industrial city of considerable importance to this section of 
the country# 
Industralisation of Bowie county# Since the early part 
of 1870, when Bowie county began its first urbanisation, In-
dustralization began shortly thereafter and has shown progress 
through the years# The industries of the county at present are 
engaged in the manufacturing oft Furniture, foods, caskets, 
crates, clay products, lumber, cottonseed products, cresoted and 
structural timbers, trailers, recreational type boats, gas, ready 
nixed concrete, cinder tile, ceramic tile, insecticide and fumicides, 
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and pottery* 
Activity has been stimulated in recent years by the Red 
River Arsenal and Lone Star Ordnance plants* tl# S, Army, which 
cover a larp© area west of Texarkana. Jfooks, located in Bowie 
county and the home of the writer, before the war, was hardly-
Pre-war Hooks h .more than a sleepy contented highway settlement* 
was a farming community, where cotton and corn and track crops 
were raised by »®n who worked from sun up until sua down la-
order to males a living* 
In 191*1 the war plants 
located at Books* Books welcomed people who migrated her© for 
employment at the Ordnance plants* Today more than 3,OCX) 
people call Hooks their home and many ere employed by these 
plants *-* Hooks' growth seemed overnight, in fact, it was so 
t&emendous that the Federal Government had to help with housing 
ibrace both east and west 
to Bowie county and were 
and school problems* Its boundaries 
Hooks Courts which federal funds put up to help house thousands 
of war workers at the two war plants* 
Population of Bowie county* In 181*0, whan Bowie county 
k Belo, A. H*, publisher, "Texas Almanac. •Dallas, Dallas 
Morning Hews* 1951*-1955. PP» 521-22* 
£ Superintendent's Office Records* Hooks Independent 
School Mstriet* 
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was created from Hed Elver county there were only 135 people In 
Boston which was set up as the county seat. There were approxi­
mately 2,550 people in the entire county in 181*0. In 1930 there 
were 1*8,563 people in Bowie county and in 191*0 there were 50,308 
people in the county and a population of 61,966 in 1950. ̂  
Urban and rural population. The urban and rural population 
is net being given in figures in the stud? being made, however, 
according to research, until 1930 more than 75* of the countya* 
population lived in the rural with the exception of the Texarkana 
township. 
Negro population. The Negro population is show* on Table 
I below to cover a 30 year period. 
TABLE I 
POPULATION OF B0¥IE COUNT! 1930 - 1950 









1950 a* .50 
II. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this investigation 
6 Bolo, A. H*, pp. ext., p. 101 
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Is (1) to determine the effect of major industries cm agriculture 
for Negroes in Bowie county from 1935-1955? (2) to appraise the 
economical status of the Negro farmers over a 330 year period 
relative to industrial employment* and (3) to determine how in­
dustry has caused a change in the methods of farming and how 
Negroes have moved from rural to urban areas* 
Importance of the study* Formerly Negroes of Bowie county 
not only lived on farms bat their chief income was obtained agri­
culturally. During recent years a number of industries developed 
in the county and caused a decline in farm operation because most 
of the farmers were in the low income bracket. The importance 
of this problem! grows out of the individual being able to change 
his farming status on the basis of income derived from the various 
industries, especially the Bed River Arsenal and lone Star Ordnance 
plants* The writer wishes to find out just how this change has 
affected agriculture production in the county and the economical 
status of the farmers* 
Scope of the study* This study has been limited to the 
study of 112 Negro farmers in Bowie county, Texas, These 112 
Negro farmers are located in four different Negro communities 
of the county* 
in. DATA AND THEIR SOURCES 
Procedures followed In collection of data. The data used in 
this study was obtained by (1) questionnaires, (2) personal inter-
10 
views, (3) observations, (k) surveys* 
The questionnaires and surveys were distributed by the 
writer, three other vocational agriculture teachers of the county 
and the Agriculture County Agent, In this, the writer feels that 
an accurate cross section was made of the entire Negro faming 
population of the county. 
CHAPTER H 
A BRIEF REVIEW OF LITERATURE AHD RELATED STUDIES 
A study of the economic conditions of the families selected 
lime Him III m ~| lewwi mmmmm maim ••IWIHHII a mm immimiiinn HUB ml mi mmmm mmmmm i m, m mm\ mini 
The writer made an attempt to survey a complete 
farmers of Bowie county, Texas* 
This was done inorder to reveal reliable Information relative to 
the subject. As will be noted in the tables, some of the families 
\ 
represented in this study are commonly known as •'one horse farmers" 
with few or no other additional stock while others have plenty 
of farm land, horse power as well as farm machinery in which to 
carry on a fall program of farming. Approximately 10$ of the 
farmers mentioned in this study are in the upper UO percentile 
relative to farm income and living conditions. This figure is 
in accordance with the national norms of mall farmers of America. 
Twenty percent of the farmers mentioned in this study are in the 
lower 10 percentile and the remaining are In the lower 30 - 1*0 
percentile. 
for this study. 
•MIIIIIW WMMMM iMWMMMli. 
cross section from the current Hegro 
Several farmers rank around the norm in compliance with 
cash Income for the family but this cash does not come from farm­
ing activities as will be shown or stated In Chapter HI. A 
noticeable increase in the economic conditions of farmers in 
Bowie county has been shown over the pass 10-15 years. This 
increase is believed to be a result of the industrial development 
in Bowie county over the mentioned period. A complete breakdown 
12 
of the economic condition of the farmers mentioned in this study 
will he given in Chapter HI a® well as the period in which the 
at was decisively made. 
Interpretation, of data froa pioneers of Bowie county. 
Since this study is being made over a period of twenty years, 
(193^-1955), the writer felt It was in Hne to gather the ideas 
of pioneers of Bowie county through personal interviews and surveys. 
This, being considered first hand information, has been screened, 
compiled and charted before presentation is being made in this 
study. 
noticeable laprovi 
Several of the pioneers who ware interviewed for this 
study been residents of the county for more than fifty 
years. Some vers able to give information relative to the 
time when there was not more than three or four industries in 
Bowie county which employed more than three or four men unless 
it was a farming Industry. They have seen Bowie county grow from 
a chiefly forming center to what is known now as the h-States 
Industrial Center. This information has been very helpful in 
preparing this thesis. 
Information gathered from documental resources. The 
writer was given access to the files of the County Superintendent, 
District /-rintendent, Tax-Aecessor-Collector and other 
of the county staff for the use in securing information for this 
thesis# Information from all such offices has been used in com­
piling this thesis. The Texas Almanac, Agricultural bulletins and 
tbers 
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annual reports, all of which are given credit in the footnotes 
and bibliography, have been used in making this study, 
The sociological aspect of the problem. Seemingly the change 
in farming status of the residents of Bowie county has revealed 
certain sociological changes. This is true to the extent that 
such has become noticeable, Many of the families have moved into 
urban areas. Better schools, churches, recreational centers and 
parka have been recently erected for the entertaimeat and edu» 
cation of the people in general, Hot only have better homes been 
built but social organizations have been organised such as* 
T. K. C, A„ T, W, C, A,, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Flower Clubs 
and others for the betterment of the community. These various 
organizations have direct sociological influences in the 
community. 
A study of theses already written on similar subjects in 
Several theses already written 
d by the writer before 
other farming areas© of the south, 
on similar subjects to this one was revi 
writing this theses. Writers of these theses have been given 
credit for their work where it was used in this study. 
It was revealed through several theses how industry has 
affected vocational agriculture in general, Many of them pointed 
out specific cases where certain, once chiefly farming communities, 
have now become urbanized and industraliaed. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the data obtained 
from the tabulation and analysis of 112 survey schedules filled 
out and returned by selected family heads, who were at present 
or have been connected with farming activities in Bowie co vrnrfcy, 
Texas* These data consist oft $ demographic facts about the 
respondents, (b) their occupational status - - whether full-time 
or part-time farmers, tenants, sharecroppers, farm laborers, farm 
managers, operators of independent business establishments, and 
retired farmers, (c) their occupational status at six stated time 
intervals, (d) facts concerning farming activities at stated 
time intervals, (e) nature or source of their major cash income 
at various time intervals including the present time, and (f) 
respondents' appraisal of factors affecting the status of farming 
in Bowie county, Texas. 
I, NUMBER AND SIZE OF RESPONDENT FAMILIES 
Table II, page 15, shows the the size of the 112 respondent 
families being used in this study. There is a total of 7& 
peoples being represented in this stu<%r through 112 families. 
According to Deyoe,? this is rather small in size for farm families 
with an average of only pupils per family. 
1 Deyoe, George P. Supervised Farming in Vocational 
Agriculture * Danville, Illinois! The Interstate Press Company, 
'ifW. pp. 199-201. 
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It was further revealed that the families ranged in size 
from two fdailies with only one member to 16 members each in the 
two largest families* In completing the study of this situation, 
it was revealed that 50 of the 112 families had only five 
or less and 52 members of the ?«$i individuals being represented 
in this study ease from very small families* This pointed out 
the fact that a large range was covered in this study relative 
to the size of families represented in this study# 
ibers 
TABLE II 
3I&E OF RESPONDENT FAMILIES 
Number in Family Percentage Number of Families 
1.8 1 2 
10*7 2 12 
10*7 3 12 
12.5 h Ui 
8.9 5 10 
6 8*9 10 
8.9 ? 10 
16.1 8 18 
8.9 9 10 
3.6 k 10 
0.0 11 0 
5-1* 6 12 
0,0 13 0 
13 1.8 2 
35 0.0 0 
16 1.8 2 
100.0 Totals 112 
16 
8 the migration o? farmers from one According to Landis, 
farm to another or even from the farm to urbane for part-time 
employment is to a large extent influenced by the size of the 
family. The family head of the larger families, ( seven or 
more), seem to want to remain on the fans inordor that he may-
utilize as much of his child labor as possible. This can not 
be readily done in the city until doing the summer months due 
mt of the Child Labor Law* 
In vertain sections of the country, especially the cotton 
farming section of the south, the amount of cash spent per farm 
family individual is larger in the smaller families and usually 
the financial security per family member is also larger, 9 
place and tenure of respondents. One important social 
aspect as it relates to farming as an occupation is the migratory 
status of families or farming people. One study alone showed 
where in on© dec a da in an oil industry section 9,100 Hegroes 
migrated from Texas farms into urban districts. This was noted 
from 1920 to 1930 in the Kilgore, Texas area. 
to the en fore 
10 
8 Landis, Paul H. Rural Life in Process. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Incorporated, IPUOi pp. 335-UO. 
9 Ibid, pp, lih 2-43* 
10 Baker, 0, E, and Conrad Taeuber. "The Rural People191*0. 
Yearbook of Agriculture: Fanners JM a_Changlnf? World. (United 
feiaies Department of Agriculture), United States Government 
Printing Office, Washington, B, C, )• p. 8It2, Figure 9, 
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In order to find the stability of the population under 
study a section of the survey schedule was designed to reveal the 
extent to who was moving and where they were moving to and for 
what purpose they were changing residence# The infomation has 
been compiled and presented in Table in below# 
TABLE III 
PUCE AW TEHTJHE 0? RESIDENCE 
PLACE OF HESHSNCE PERIOD 
Rural Area Sural. Urban Area Township Township 
in Bowie outside 
Bowie Co# Co# 
Before 
4 id* 2 1935 2 
1935* 
1940 108 2 2 0 
1941-
6 6 1945 0 100 
ISM* 
18 4 o 1950 90 
1951-
4 1955 98 10 0 
4 9 88 20 Present 
The survey revealed that tie younger family heads, (35 
years or less), see® to migrate more readily than the older ones# 
It was also indicated that most of the younger family heads were 
IB 
migrating for the purpose of securing full time industrial 
ployment whereas the older ones were moving inorder to become 
home owners or to better their conditions in general, very few 
older ones were moving for the purpose of securing industrial 
employment. These factors were very outstanding or noticeable 
on the survey schedules returned by the respondents. 
Upon consulting with many of the farmers of Bowie county, 
it was revealed that many of the ore time full-time farmers did 
ret move or migrate when they bee 
employers of the arsenals and other industries of the area. Very 
to have changed from rural to urban or even to town­
ships within Bowie county. In each of the four surveyed 
communities, old-timers could name men and women as well as entire 
families who had moved to other states such asi California, 
Missouri, Illinois, especially those, to secure full-time 
industrial employment. However, this fact has been true to a 
large extent throughout the entire country. TJone of these 
mentioned individuals who have migrated from the entire community 
are being used in this study. 
It is the belief of the writer that the "Texas Rural or 
Fann-to-Market Mead" program is responsible for the farmers re­
maining on their farms even though their principal source of in­
come was and is from industrial employment. Many of them 
to think that the major factors of convenience around the home 
part-time or full-time 
few 
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aret (1) good roads to got to and from work as well as for other 
purposes; (2) rural electrification, (3) plenty of running water, 
(it) telephone services, (5) purchasing agencies, and (6) plenty 
of open space# These factors 
than the ones they might enjoy even if they moved into the town­
ships of Bowie county or other places* 
It is amazing to listen to the various reasons as to why 
and how some of the farmors of the area gradually became full-
time employers and part-time farmers without even actually giving 
the idea a thought as such# 
Educational status of family head# According to the results 
of the surveys completed by the respondents, the educational status 
ranged from a few without any formal education to two who had 
completed four years of college work holding college degrees# 
One might expect the ones who are holding college degrees to be 
on skilled jobs at the arsenals but both are full-time farmers. 
However, one has worked at the arsenal for a period of approxi­
mately 18 months. It was the privilege of the writer to inter­
view both of these individuals and was thoroughly convinced that 
they are well pleased with farming and are successful faraers 
in the county# 
to Interest the faraers more 
It is rather difficult to determine if the educational 
status of the family head had or played a major role in in­
fluencing the farmers to leave the farms and become full-time 
employers of industries. This is true because some of the 
30 
individuals who have had no formal education are holding fairly 
good paying jobs, (#1.85) relatively to hourly wages, at the 
arsenals as well as the ones who have had several years of formal 
education* 
A complete picture of the educational status of the re­
spondents is given below in Table I?. 
'"•ML. i 
Highest Grade 
Completed Humber Percentage 
3.6 k 0 
3 2.7 1 
U.5 5 2 
I 3 2.7 Ub 12.5 
8 ,9 5 10 
18.8 6 21 
lt.5 5 7 
6.2 7 8 
3.6 k 9 
8.0 9 10 
10.6 12 11 
9.8 11 12 
1.8 2 1 year college 
2 year college 
3 year college 




100.0 112 Mean - 6.7 
Causes for families changing residence. As f ©restated, 
the farmers who were actually interviewed by the writer gave 
various reasons for migrating from one place to another. This 
was true for both moving from farm to farm as well as for moving 
21 
from the fam to urban districts. This fact is revealed in Table 
? below, based on information gathered from the survey sheets of 
the 112 respondent families# 
TABLE ? 
CAUSES FOR CHANGING RESIDENCE 
Number Percentage Cause 
20 17*9 To become a home owner 
Better job opportunities 
Shift with population 
Better educational opportunities 
To secure part-time industrial 
employment 
To secure full-time industrial 
employment 
To better standard of living 
To establish a business 









II. FARMING STATUS OF RESPONDENTS 
The writer was interested in the exact farming status of 
the respondents currently and over the entire twenty year period 
for which this study is being made. Inorder to get a true picture 
of this situation the writer included such questions cm the sur­
vey which were passed to each of the respondents. The farming 
status was broken down in five categories which were as follows t 
(1) full-time farmer, (2) part-time farmer, (3) tenant fanner, 
(Ji) sharecropper, and (5) farm laborer. 
22 
Pull-tirae farmer. Of the 112 famsrs being used in this 
piece of research, many of them have at one time been full-time 
farmers, the highest number of fall-tics© farmers was doing the 
period 1935-19^0, which was is 2, This number has dropped all the 
way down to a current number of 7$ fhli-time farmers, Many of 
the once full-time farmers are now part-time farmers and some 
are fully Industrial employed. A decrease from £2 to is an 
approximate 51,9 percent, lessoning from other questions can 
the questionnaire, the writer feels justified in saying that 
industrial development in Bowie county is highly responsible 
for this result. 
Part-time farm operators. At one tine there were 3k 
MMMMMMMMM* I CH , •IIWllI 
part-time farmers in the county of this 312 being used in 
this study. This number has decreased to 23, realising that an 
increase in industrial employment is highly revealed, Many of 
these 23 were once full-time farm operators. There has been a 
decrease of only 32,k percent in part-time farm operators. 
The results on this question Tenant farmers, 
to be somewhat unreliable, yet it was taken from the survey as 
follows i Being the periods, before 1935, 1935-1950, there were 
two tenant farmers in the county with none other being stated 
on the questionnaires returned by the 112 respondents. 
Sharecropper, There has been only two sharecroppers in 
the county at any one given period. However, there has not been 
since the 1&6-1950 periad of this study. any 
23 
Faro laborers. At on© time, before 193$ and 1935-1910, 
there were 330 family heads who considered themselves as fare 
laborers and received their major family income from this source. 
However, this number has decreased to only two at present. Tills 
represent a decrease of 90 percent. According to information 
gathered from the county offices and from interviews with various 
farmers, many of them receive a portion of their family income 
from doing coat son labor work on farms currently. This was most­
ly stated in the means of day labor doing certain farming seasons, 
this factor, being seasonal, was highly controlled by the crops 
being grown and the type of crop year. 
Farm manager. According to the surveys, none of the 
respondents have received their source of income fro® managing 
a farm doing any time of the period being covered by this study. 
Business operator. Two of the 11? respondents are current­
ly business operators. This all took place since 1955• One of 
these tiro left the farm for the purpose of opening a business. 
Red River Arsenal. This is the largest industry in the 
Bowie county area. The arsenal moved into the Texarkana area 
in 19l0 and has been in progress since. Many of the people who 
currently work at this war plant were once full-time and part-
time farmers. The peak of employment among the 312 respondents 
in the period 19li6-19$0, with a total of 15 
are used in this study. This number has decreased new due to 
the ending of the Korean war. However, of the 112 respondents, 
iployees who was 
2k 
37 are currently employed by the Bed Elver Arsenal, 
D°ne ,.^tar Ordnance. Hie Lone Star Ordnance was once a 
part of the Red River Arsenal and they are yet adjacent and 
interwoven in work. The major difference being that the Red River 
Arsenal is considered to be Civil Service whereas the Lone Star 
Ordnance is privately operated by Day and Eimmeraann, Incorporated. 
They also use different means in rating their employees for tenure 
as well as for promotions for pay raises. Lou® Star Ordnance 
is currently employing 11 of the 11 f respondents being used in 
this study* 
Urban common labor. There has always been a portion 
of the 112 respondents employed in the urban districts as common 
laborers• The highest number is currently with nine employees , 
the lowest being the period 19kl~19k$ with only three being 
ployed in urban districts of the county. This is believed to 
be the results of the war plants. Many individuals who were 
once employed,but later terminated, by the arsenals failed to 
return to full-time or even part-time farmers but rather became 
urban employees. 
Unemployed. All of the respondents are currently working 
on one job or another, with the exception of two. There are only 
two who currently are unemployed of the 112 respondents. Doing 
the period 19iil-19f>0, fee unemployment number was 0. this is 
believed to b© date to the peak of the war plant days. It was 
doing this period that the ordnance plant was at its peak* 
£ 
Retired* Only one of the respondents is retired and has 
been since 1951* It was learned In a personal interview that 
several employees had retired from the plants, or civil service, 
and consider themselves full-tirae or part-time fanners currently* 
They stated that at least two thirds of their income was from 
farming activities with the remaining one third being in the form 
of a retirement pension. 
Professional employment* It was previously stated that 
two of the respondents hold college degrees, One of these two 
did professional work for three years, teaching school, and re-
turned to the farm as a full-time farm operator* 
A true picture of the farming status aid occupational 
status of the respondents is shown on fable VI below* 
TABLE VI 
FARMING AND OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS 
1935 19U1 19h6 1951 Present 
19li0 19h$ 1950 1955 
Before Types of 
Employment 2222 
25 26 52 28 2v Full-time farmer R8 





Business operator 0 
Red River Arsenal 0 





as 23 2? 2? 30 
0 0 0 0 2 I 
0 2 0 2 2 2 
6 2 2 8 18 20 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
U3 U5 37 39 0 
11 0 0 0 
5 U 9 6 3 h 2 3 o 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
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IV# mm AND FAHH OWNERSHIP OF RESPONDENTS 
Tabulation and analysis of responses regarding the number 
of farmers owning their hemes irill be found on Table VII below# 
TABLE VII 
HOKE OWNERSHIP OF RESPONDENTS 
Before 193$ 191*1 191*6 1951 
1935 191*0 191*5 1990 1955 Present 
Number of 
Home Owners 16 29 56 71 77 93 
The evaluation of homes over the 20 year period as well 
as the size of farms owned by the 112 respondents is revealed 
in Tables VIII and IX. 
TABLE VIII 
HOME EVALUATION 
asm paemmemmMtwjm, mv, jssxs^asmasss „ 
Before 193S 19*1 19*6 19S1 
1916 19*0 19*6 I960 1965 
mm 
Evaluation 
$1 — $100 3 li 
$101 - $500 15 20 




Above — $5,000 
Present 
0 1 2 7 
1*9 1*3 hi 1*1* 
5 25 25 33 5 5 3 1 2 




Number 21 owning homes and their evaluation. 
It was revealed in this study that at the beginning of the 1935 
period only 18 of the 112 respondents owned their home. This 
has increased to 93 home owners at present. At the beginning 
of the period three of the hone owners evaluated their hemes at 
less than $100, whereas, 15 of them stated the evaluation at be­
tween |101« and litOO. At the end of the survey period, or current­
ly, there are 93 home owners and only one evaluates his home at 
more than #5,000. However, none of them evaluates their homes 
at less than $100. Forty-nine of the respondents evaluate their 
homes at $100 - 1500, 33 list them at $501 - $1,000, five list 
them at $1,000 - #2,000, three at $2,001*43,000, and two at $3,001-
$5,000. 
Ibis reveals a great increase in the evaluation of 
property owned by Negroes in Bowie county, there has been a 
continued increase since 1935 with the greatest increase being 
noticed the period l$hO - 19h5 which was an increase from 29 to 
56 home wwners. 
the survey revealed that five of the 112 Fax® owners. 
respondents owned their farms in 1935 and 76 own their farms 
< currently. The peak of farm ownership" was noted in the period 
1951 - 1955, with a total of 88 farm owners. 
The greatest increase in farm ownership was noted in 
the period 1951 - 1955, which was an increase of 57 - 88. 




currently* The number of farm owners over the period covered 
by this study Is revealed in Table IX below. 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF FARM OWNERS 
1935 191*1 192*6 1951 
19UO 19U5 19gO 1955 Present 
Before 
1225 
IT 1*2 $7 88 5 76 Number 
Number of acres per farm# In 1935 only five respondents 
owned their farm and only one stated that his farm ranged in sise 
between 51-100 acres# At present of the ?6 farm owners, only 
17 state that their farm consist of not more than 25 acres? 36 
states that their farms are 26-50 acres ? only 10 reports 51 -
100 acres; 11 reports 300 - 300 acres? two reports 301 - $00 
acres? and none above the $00 acre level# A close picture of 
the sise of farms in revealed in Table X below# 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF ACRES PER FARM 
Acres 
51-100 100-300 300-500 Above 500 Period 
7f 7F 17 T Before 1935 2 i 
1935-1955 S3 36 0 1 15 13 o 2 11 36 10 17 Present 
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ana evaluation. Many of the respondents stated their 
knowledge was limited as to the price of land currently in 
Bowie county, this was true because of the geographical location 
of the various farms used in this study. Some owned river­
front bottom land evaluated at more than $100,00 par acre, where­
as, others owned hill side eroded soil worth much less. There­
fore, the writer is not making an attempt here to actually 
evaluate the land owned by the present 76 farm owners, 
V, FARMING ACTIVITIES 
The farming activities under survey in this study com­
prise the raising of poultry, livestock and growing of truck 
and farm crops, A listing of poultry consisted of J*> or more 
of ducks, or geese, piegeona, or other poultry, otherwise, 
it is not specified or listed in the survey. The listing of 
livestock consists of hogs, cattle, horses, goats, sheep, bees, 
and domestic rabbits. No specified number of livestock was re­
quested, The responses have been tabulated and are reflected 
in Table XI, page 30 of this study. 
livestock and poultry. The extent to which the re­
spondents have been and are currently engaged in raising live­
stock and poultry is revealed in Table XI, page 30 of this 
study. 
Crops, The respondents were unable to state the number 
of acres of each crop he was growing for the SO year period as 
30 
w»ll as the maaber of livestock and poultry he had on hand 
years ago# Ho*ever* the respondents ware able to state if they 
very well engaged in the growing of certain crops end the 
.,V, '7; • •• „« • ' " 





Period Poultry Hogs Dairy cattle Beef cattle Work stock 
81 8? n 1935 S3 0 





88 99 0 €? 71 93 
5 s 39 77 15 62 I 
35 11 31 hi 
TABLE XII 
CROPS 
5'olion 1 ffi Ws ' assail grain Truck war 
crops crops 
5 hi 70 88 98 
73 101 
1935 91 






II * 72 IS 9 77 73 
31 ^3 
35 U1 
8 35 65 
3 /,9 27 
Pacts revealed In Table XI that the nwabar of farmers 
raising poultry remains constant over a period of years# 
decline in the number of hogs since the IS&l-W period# 
There 
has been e 
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The writer reels that this is a result of many of the farmers 
not growing grain and finding feed to be very expensive when 
purchased on the feed market* Many fanners have made the state­
ment through general conversation verifying this fact* More of 
the farmers are now growing beef cattle and are killing their 
own beef than ever before. There has been a great decline in 
the number of dairy cattle* This has revealed a decrease 
from 93 to 35* The high cost of dairy feed and the convenience 
of dairy products being delivered to the homes is believed 
to hare brought about the noticeable decrease* People working 
on an hourly schedule Job five days days a week don't seem to 
find time to care for dairy cattle even for the dairy products 
for the immediate family* 
Farm tractor* It was revealed in tills study that l£ of 
the 112 respondents owned their tractors for farming. However, 
only 12 of these 15 were in working condition at the time of 
the survey. These three unworkable ones were owned by re­
spondents who had changed their status from full-time farmers 
to have very much to that of part-time farmers and didn't 
use for a tractor* 
V, NAfORE OF MAJOR CASH INCOME 
The writer had to learn from which source does each farmer 
Therefore a section 
This is revealed 
receive his major cash income for the family* 
of the survey Sheet was made up for that purpose* 
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on table XIII, according to the information ftarnished by the 
respondents on the survey sheets* 
TABLE XIII 
SOURCE OF MAJOR CASH INCOME 
Full-time Part-time Ordnance Urban Re-
farming fanning plants work tirement Other Period 











52 30 0 21* 
28 y m n 
28 1*5 27 8 
26 1*8 m 5 25 1*8 Present 23 6 
It was revealed in this study that at one time 1*8 farmers 
received their major cash income from the farm by a full-time 
farming program. It was in 1935 when 52 farmers were receiving 
their 
that only 26 are full-time farmers now and 24* are part-time 
fanners* Forty-eight family heads are working at the Ordnance 
plants and there major source of cash is derived from these 
industries* 
jor cash from part-time farming. It was also revealed 
It is felt by the writer that many of these employees 
are receiving a portion of their cash from truck faming and a 
large amount of their food for the family from part-time farming* 
These facts were revealed through personal interviews* 
In the data regarding the exact amount of the income of 
the respondents, no attempt was made to find that exact figure* 
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Butterworth and Dawson have this to say regarding; ths income 
status of rural people* 11 
For many decades it has been a matter of conmon 
knowledge that the income status of rural people has been 
unfavorable* The extent of the differences between rural 
and urban income, the effects of lew income and its wide 
fluctuations on the standards of living of rural people, 
the relation ship between the amount and distribution 
of rural and urban incomes, the effects of private and 
governmental policies on rural income, and the kinds of 
policies and programs ne ded to improve the income status 
of rural people are matters not well understood, 
Since the income status of the population of this study 
involves abnormal considerations, the actual appraisal of the 
income of the respondents can be determined only through further 
research* However, Table XIII reflects the general and detailed 
source of the income of the 112 respondents being used in this 
study* 
The fact is called to the attention that many of the 
respondents listed more than one major source of income* However, 
the writer,being familiar with many of ths respondents, had to 
use some discrepancy in stating the major one* 
Because of various factors and conditions, farming as a 
vay of life has been rather unstable for several decades* This 
is especially true from the side of the small farmer* It has 
11 Butterworth, Julian S* and Howard A* Dawson* The s , °dern 
Rural school. New Yorki McDraw^ill Book Company, Incorporated, 
l9h3« * pp* h2-it3* 
3i* 
been said that three of those identifiable factors are designated 
as follows: (1) Industrisi development and commercialization, 
(?) urbanisation, and (3) technological advances, 
are direct barriers on the progress of farming. During this 
transitional period, the self-sufficiency of farm families gave 
way to interdependence upon the identifiable factors stated above. 
Because of the collapse of agricultural process, and no noticeable 
drop in non-agricultural prices immediately following World War 
I, there was created a road block which obstructed farming as a 
a 
free enterprise* This block was resolved, to some extent, 
through the Agricultural Marks ting Act of 1929 and later through 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933* 
the price which the farmer received for his farm produce became 
a matter of grave concern. 
Such was. the economic situation among farmers of the Bowl# 
county area when the ordnance plants brought a new kind of 
prosperity to the farmers, thereby causing some farmers to 
cease their farming activities and seek employment in service 
These factors 
1? In such a setting 
occupations and or industrial establishments which were the 
Many of them went to work outgrowth of the ordnance bocw, 
immediately as laborers in the early part of 19lil and gradually 
discontinued their faming activities. 
pp, 139-Jrl 
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71. FACTORS AFFECTrm FARM IMG STATUS OF RESPONDENTS 
The writer listed factors which seem to be affecting the 
faming status of individuals in Bowie county and ask the re­
spondents to rate them according to thoir openLons. 
in order according to preference, 
The results were as follows» 
They were 
encouraged to list or rate th> 
A-first, B-second, and C-third. 
Factors Ratings 
A-frg B-ljg C-28 (1) the plant and ordnance bows in the 
Texarkana area 
(2) Prices paid to farmers for their 
produce 
(3) The growth of other industries in 
the Texarkana area 
It is very readily seen from the results above that the 
Ordnance plant boon ranks first with U? people ranking it first 
and 1»2 ranking it second and only 28 ranking it third# Prices 
rank second and the growth of other industries rank third# 
This concludes the tabulation of data gathered through 
interviews, survey sheets, related literature and the like# 
A-12 B-31* C-66 •HI mil mi mmmmmrn mmrnmmmm 
A- h B-80 C-28 
\ 
CHAPTER IV 
TRENDS AND IMPLICATIONS 
FDR THE CONTINUOUS STUNT AND THB 
EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS OF AGRICULTURE IN BONES COUNT! 
Upon giving this study careful consideration, It is be* 
lieved by the writer that a follow-up study should be made within 
the next 10 years to show a comparative picture with the original 
one* The review of the study of factors affecting coiaaerical 
farming among selected Negro farmers, the consumer purchase 
study, the research regarding the influence of technical progress 
on agricultural production, together with the presents!on and 
interpretation of data submitted ty 112 farmers in Bowie county, 
Texas tend to indicate a complexity of causes* Inorder to give 
a complete understanding of the situation, the writer has made 
a study of farming in Texas over a 20 year period* This material 
has been used that a better understanding of farmers in Bowie 
county may be presented* 
Agriculture in Bowie county, Texas* Bowie county is located 
northeast corner of Texas* The general location in the 
and a brief history of Bowie county has been given in the intro­
duction. Only a few farmers of Bowie county are considered to 
be doing specialised farming. Most of them are diversified 
farmers. The 112 respondents being used in this study are or 
were general diversified farmers. The farmers who are doing 
specialised farming are mostly engaged in the raising of beef 
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and dairy cattle and truck farming. Only a few are engaged in 
the growing of cotton alone. 
The ma3 or crops being grown in Bowie county currently aret 
Corn, cotton, small grain and growing of truck crops. There has 
been a decrease in the number of acres of cotton as well as the 
production of cotton for the past 10 years. This is revealed 
as shown below t *3 






There were 3,630 farms in Bowie county in 19b5 with an 
average sise of 9h»3 acres per farm. In 1950 there were 3,12? 
farms with an average size of 127.8 acres per farm. It was 






in this study stated their farms being much smaller than the 
Only 13 of the 112 respondents average for the county currently, 
stated that their farms ranked above the one hundred acre mark. 
The remaining 99 farmers stated that their farms consisted of less 
Considering the fact that Sb.5£ of the than 100 acres of land, 
population of Bowie county Is Negro population, is relatively 
Belo, A, H., op. cit., 199-203, 13 
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large In population considering toe amcnmt of lend earned by Nsgrcse 
in Bowie county. It is believed by toe writer tost toe 'fegroos 
own a much smaller percentage of toe 921 square miles which go to 
asks up Bowie county, Texas. So attempt was made to learn just 
haw many earns lying within Bowie county are owned fcy Negroes 
since this study Is based ha 31? Negro famors. 
Pertinent facts regarding SO years of agriculture in Bowie 
county end Texas In general. In 1930 toe average else farm In Texas 
was acrns compared to an average also of 1*38 acres per' farm 
in 1950. It can be readily seen that toe average for wis county 
is much smaller than toe state average. 
In 1930, *5.9 percent of all nori-whit© farmers were 
reduced to 31.3 percent tyl950. tenants and this same number 
toe percentage ef tenancy among white farmers was 3b.3. Therefore 
the fact is revealed here that Negroes are constantly becoming 
home and farm owners throughout the state, bat, their fame are 
email in relation to the state average. 
fee must accept the fast that manufacturing has taken 
farmers away trm the farm even though it is owned by the same 
Individual. From 1929 to 19lt? the number of production workers 
engaged In manufacturing increased from a low number up 01 por» 
cent In the State of toafiMM** 
111 ^eonamic Facts and Opinions Relative to Texas /griculture*, 
X»Si SSS&SUSWZ 2" 
College System College Station, Texas. 
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The writer, as a vocational teacher in the Hooka Colored 
High School for the past 10 years, has been able to observe the 
farming activities of the Negro farmers of his own community and 
the other Negro farming communities of the county. It has been 
noticed,especially in the past 15 years, where many of the Negro 
rs of Bowie county allowed the Ordnance plants and urban 
industrial work to lead them completely away from the farm. This 
fact is believed to have been encouraged by short working hours 
in the industry and the amount of cash industries had to offer 
%e fact is believed 
to have been further encouraged by tha low income of the 
responding farmers. 
Regarding the extent to which farmers were full-time 
operators or part-time operators, the facts which follow reveal 
that there has been a continuous and steady decline in the 
number of persons engaged in full-time faming. 
In 1939, two years before World War H, li$ of 
all farm operators worked 100 days or more off their 
farms • In 19h9$ &?% of all the farmers worked 100 days 
or mora off their farm. In X9h9$ 3"X% of all the farmers 
in Texas had other family income exceeding the value of 
farm produce sold. 
It was revealed through interviews that this same trend 
existed In Bowie county among Negro farmers as it did in Texas 
in general* 
fa: 
on weekly and other short pay periods. 
15 
Color and 15 State Table ht 'Farm and Land in ] 
Tenure of Operatori Censuses of 1920 to 195U • 19, 
Agriculture, pp. 9-10. 
Census of 
JUo 
Educational implications,* Educational implications ob­
served in this study varies to some extent from other areas. 
So tt;e impact of some of the major factors which have affected 
activities of Negro farmers in Bowie county have here been 
discussed. The writer must admit here that these s; 
which have been mentioned have thrown out of balance the farm-
factors 
ing activities of Negroes in Bowie county, have changed the out­
look and the ways of life of the selected farmers being used in 
this study. These same factors, non-farming employment, have at 
time made possible m era of abtatdance to all. 
It has been revealed through this study that, Negroes 
long geared to economic scarcity, the realisation of the 
the 
possibilities for improved levels of living, does not easily 
take root. It seems to be a very difficult task to get rural 
farm people to realise that with scientific and technological 
hand that the conditions of living for all in resources at 
the area can be lifted to new and more satisfying levels. There 
is a great need for wise education and effective leadership. 
Social planning is needed very much. Seemingly, we become annoyed 
when presented with the idea of social planning and formulating 
educational programs which would tend to raise our standards of 
living* 
Social implications» We are facing a new era in agriculture 
and this is especially true in the south. Because of the impact 
of inventions and technological advancements in agriculture, business 
lil 
enterprises, end industry, it is no longer possible for a 
farming family to function as both a complete production and 
consumption unit.. Power facilities have made it possible for 
worker to cultivate mora land than was commonly once cultivated 
by several families. This Introduces the idea of cooperative 
purchasing of agricultural facilities and cooperative marketing 
of fans products. Cooperative marketing should not be practiced 
separate from the urban consumer but should be done in accord 
to the urban needs. This type of planning should be stressed 
and presented with a sound educational program. In fact, a 
functional educational program should serve as a prerequisite to 
such planning. 
Economical implications. From an economical point of view, 
industrial employment has served beneficial to the 112 respondents. 
Many of them have become home and farm owners. Mary of them have 
built or improved their present homes within the past five or ten 
years. Through interviews with old-timers of Bowie county, 
respondents, and one or two non-respondents, it was revealed that 
the people in general are financial secure now much more than what 
they were in 193$, which was the beginning of the period of this 
one 
investigation. 
Present industrial development in Bgwie_ county. The industry 
employing the largest number of workers currently is the Red River 
Arsenal. Forty-eight of the 112 respondents being used in this study 
Other industries currently employed at the ordnance plants. are 
1*2 
of the county would consist of the ones mentioned in the intro­
duction of this investigation. 
Possibilities for permanent employment. Information 
gathered through interviews and the surveys indicated 
ordnance plant 
that the 
s considered in a boon from 191*1-191*6, then, 
there seem to have been a large drop in employment for approxi­
mately three years, rising in 19k9 and remaining good until 1953-
195k. There has been a decrease noticeable since 1955, lasting 
until the current yearj however, several of the 112 respondents 
have been employed at the one place for 15-20 years doing 
industrial work, not at the plants* There are several seasonal 
industries in the county which causes a fluctuation of employment 
such as) pickle plant, soft drink bottler, cotton compresses, and 
the like. Even though this is true, there is a very low per­
centage of unemployment in Bowie county during any season of 
the year. 
The affect o£ a fluctuating population upon the consumption 
The Hegro population rs produce in Bowie county* of the ti 
varied very little because of the ordnance boom. Most of the 
Megores never change their residence whether working at the ord­
nance or some other industry in the county# Many of the whites 
move into the area to become Mil-time employers of the ordnance, 
they usually move on out to other places when they become terminated. 
This is not true with the Negro worker. The bearing this issue 
would or does have on the farmer in placing his produce on the 
hi 
market could be solved under a sound agricultural educational 
program providing the farmer would realise its value, 
consuaers' needs should be taken under consideration 
of farmers and not his way of life as one farmer. 
The urban 
as a group 
His needs are 
to be met by the farmers and not sane method to change his pattern 
of city or urban life. 
There are available markets for any and every crop grown 
by farmers of the area but the prices are largely determined 
or governed by the quality of produce as well as the time it 
is available for the market. 
Local markets for fares produce in Bowie county. Texarkana, 
trves as the largest market 
place in the county. Other towns in the county which serves as 
even though not the county seat, 
marketing places are* BeKalb, Mew Boston, Maud, Hooks, Red Water 
tall markets available to consumers and Boston. This places 
as well as to farmers. There is a very good market in the county 
for most of the truck crops that are prawn here. The market 
for cucumbers that are being used for pickling purposes 
be the best market for truck crops. Thus being a fairly sound 
farming investment. Texarkana doesn't only serve Bowie county 
as a market place for livestock but it also serves the four-states 
to 
area. 
Competitive buyers in the livestock markets existing in 
this and other areas result in fairly good prices being paid 
for produce placed on the market# 
kh 
The writer wishes to conclude that the educational in­
stitutions of an area should concern themselves with curriculum* 
that are functional and consist of a structural frame work which 
may be conducive to better livelihood for the families of their 
patronage areas* Being functional, the curriculum should be such 
as to help both youth and adults deal constructively with the 
everyday problems which they will encounter* 
One of the most crucial problems of the Negro youth and 
adult is that of practical economics* There is a need for the 
attaining of greater efficiency in this respect among both youth 
and adult* This means that a school curriculum should consist, 
first of all, the necessary requirements to meet the needs* 
social, economical, physical and eaperiencialj of the community 
population in order that there may be participation in pro­
grams for community development* 
The writer feel that a functional program of vocational 
agriculture will necessarily begin with the assumption or 
realisation that the former pattern of extensive agriculture can 
no longer be regarded as the occupational main-stay in any 
rural community* Certain factors,beyond the controlcf ue 
common individual family, advances so rapidly and the changing 
conditions of an industrial society have made it quite im­
possible for the small-scale operator, such as the majority of 
timer, am, to mak. a living froa fall-ti» famine alona. 
Other possibilities for livelihood, such as part-time farming 
combined with industrial employment, and related agricultural 
and other occupations and services needed in any community should 
be continuously explored. 
Unless one is able to do farming on the large scale, it 
seen impossible for him to support himself and family from the 
faim having to pay so much to compare with the modern standards 
of living and high cost of education and the like. 
V , 
•? CHAPTER V 
SOMKARX CONCLUSION AMD RECOMMENDATIONS 
Upon approaching the tine for graduation the writer 
confronted with the problem of writing a theses. Since some type 
fo research was the requirement, the writer was desirous to work 
in an area which would benefit him most in his local community. 
Therefore, the question was* "What have I to write on"? Having 
noticed the change of occupation of several farmers in the county-
over a period of 10 years, the writer became curious as to the 
possible affect this might have upon agriculture in the county. 
The problem of this research was to ascertain the effects of 
Industrial Development, (mainly the arsenal plants), on agri­
culture for Negroes in Bowie county, Texas from 1935 * 1955# 
The subordinate questions which the investigation was de­
signed to answer were* 
1, 'What are the educational, recreational, economical and 
social implications being brought about by this change 
2, What trends have been reflected, if any, by these 
full-time farmers becoming industrial employees 
3, What proportion of the fanaers currently were farmers 
in 1935 and how many have left the farms. How many live on the 
farm now and are not considered full-time farmers 
iu What is the source of your major cash income for the 
family and how long has it been your major source 
was 
U7 
5, Whan did you last mov® and why did you 
6* yJhat variations have there been in the number of 
full-time and part-time farm operators since 193$, 
7. Too what extend did this change affect the home and 
farm ownership of the respondents in this study 
8, Too what extent have farmers migrated frcm place due 
to this change from farmers to industrial employees 
I. SUMMARY OP TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES IN THE STUUf 
move 
1, After careful consideration was given, a tentative 
outline of the proposed contents of the study was made 
2, A tentative bibliography was developed. There were 
listed i 
Professional text books with information on research A, 
Educational and rural sociology B, 
C, Texas Almanac 
D, Charts and tables prepared by Texas A & M College 
E, Yearbook of Agriculture 
F* Text books on Agriculture economics 
0# Special reports on census of agriculture 
H, Unpublished material which related to the problem 
drawn up which requested information relative 3# A survey was 
A, Sise of family 
B, Source of cash ino 
C, Farm and home ownership 
to i 
U8 
D. Size of farm 
E» Evaluation of farm horse 
F. l ivestock, poultry and farm machinery on hand 
G. Kinds of crops being grown 
H. Farming status 
u» Documental material from the Bowie County Superintend 
doits1 Office and other county offices was gathered 
5># A group of reference books on the subjects were studied 
and a brief history of the Negro farmers of the county was made 
6. The plan and organisation of the research was thoroughly 
studied as well as the approach 
7. Interviews were made with new-comers and old-timers 
of the county 
8, A plan for understanding and coping with the forces 
of increased mechanization of agriculture, and the growing of 
interrelations of city and county was proposed 
9• Analysis of data concerning the past and present ^aiming 
activities of the Hegro farmers being used in this study. A study 
of the background, livelihood and economical conditions. 
10. The sunmary, conclusions, recommendations, and 
bibliography concluded the study • > 
II. SOMMAKT OF FINEIRGS 
Ml notice me node on several oatrtendlne faetora 
Among the most conspicious and revealed through this study • 
significant changes indicated by the analysis o~ d^ta obtained 
k9 
from the surrey schedule concerning the fanning activities and 
farming status of Kegro farmers of Bowie county, Texas 
followsI 
were as 
1. There has been a decline of full-time farmers since 
the ordnance plant boom in Bowie county 
2* There has been a great increase in the number of farm 
and home owners 
3* There has been a sharp increase in the evaluation of 
homes* 
iu Very little moving has been done relative to raiving 
fVoa fram to urban areas 
5* There has been a decrease in the number of work stock* 
dairy cattle and hogs owned by farmers* This study also showed 
an increase in the number of beef cattle now being raised 
6* Most of the full-time farmers were headed with 
individuals over 50 years of age as the household head* 
rnted the ordnance boom as the major 7. Most of tb 
factor af 'acting their fanning activities 
8* Very little or no decline in farming status was 
revealed before the beginning of World war H 
9. The number of families raising poultry and track crops 
has been almost constant for the entire period under in­
vestigation* 
10. That of the 11? respondents, only Si. conoider theesslvs. 
and receive their cash sejorly from that source. full-time farmers 
50 
Hi* conclusions 
In the light of the data obtained from the tabulation 
312 survey schedules, factual information derived from 
of 
census 
<ht* over . .pan of three decades, and the foiecaats of epecialists 
in agricultural economies and rural sociology, it aaoms Justifiable 
to conclude that* 
1. There should be ample consideration given to the merging 
of agriculture and industry. That a creative program of edu­
cational training through evening classes or workshops should be 
initiated for the purpose of awakening the farmer as to where he 
stands as a food and fiber produces. That co-operative purchasing 
be encouraged and that definite planning be done to merge the 
relationship between the farmer and the consumer. Collective 
budgeting should be encouraged. 
2. Plans should be set up so that production stability 
may be maintained, of employment and to budget public welfare 
projects which will be equally beneficial to all occupational 
grotto. 
iv. wsc&msmfmm 
General recommendations. The writer is rsc cmsierictLnr: 
that the educational and sociological factors presented in 
chapter Iv be discussed with social workers, agricultural leaders, 
in churches and secondary schools. Any place that such teaching, 
51 
planing and practical application can bo do™, the 3M0 ahould 
be done there and then. 
It is recommended that curriculum reorganization give 
emphasis tot 
1. A functional curriculum with eeraphasis upon activities 
for improving the level of living as it relates to budgeting of 
time, labor and income. 
2. A functional program for adults be directed toward 
individual planning for the proper utilization of wages obtained 
in industrial employment toward the developing of better farming 
practices. 
Suggestions for further research. There will arise a nedd 
for continuous research by school administrators, teachers of 
vocational agriculture, and other specialists in economics and 
sociology with respect to other aspects of the problem of 
rural living people. The writer is unable to state the importance 
of such a follow-up or continuation of such a study. It is be­
lieved that the following would rank high on an importance listi 
1. The proper allocation of funds obtained from employ­
ment in industry to the improvement of the farmstead and the 
up grading of the livestock owned. The teacher-pupil on the 
job training of curriculum implementation be instituted. 
2. Further research which might relate to the extent 
that recipents of cash income from the ordnances and other 
industrial employment in Bowie county by Negroes have put their 
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money into use as to improvement of his farmstead or his home­
stead# 
3# To what extent may industrial employees change to 
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I9u0 19hS 1955 Now 
Rural area 
Rural urban area 
Township in Bowie Cos 
'«MUI 
Outside of Bowie Co., 
—?», 
Status o- Schooling; (Circle the number which represents grade reached) 
3rd Elementary School 1st •V:d btb. 5 th 6th 
Secondary School 7th 8th 9th 
2nd year 
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10 th "11th 12th 
College 1st year 3rd year iith year 
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5 Better educational opportunities for the fsmi*! ) 1. low farm income ( 
) 2a To become a home owner ( 5 6 • To secure part-time industrial employment 
) 3 Better job opportunities ( ) 7 To secure full-time industrial employment 
H • lMft with population ( ) To better standard of living 
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19h5 "1950 \ 1955 
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19h0 1935 
I1™ MM Full-time farm 
operator 
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Red River Arsenal j 
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Lone Star Ordnance 
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tone Star t ;el 
Dai ngerfield 
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i . i ~ r " r— Peef Cattle 5 
i—.» f f ; ,l,V-.Vr Dairy Cattle 
Work stock 
1. 4 j j < T 
: ! • t i 1 ... T"«PT'R : ' ... 
Mature of ">jor Cash Incomes Before ; 19&9 
! 1935 I 19k0 
1 19hl 19L6 } 1951 5 .. aneni 
195C [ 15 '5 
• 1 1&5 
Pull-time farming 
vm.r. . »... rrff. 
Part-time farraing 
Rent from farro acreage 
Red liver or Lone Stafc 
Urban lnFor~~~ — 
r~ L 
~f t— '"i'z. _~T — •: J—J——r •— : -
« Hank the following factors which in your opinion affects'- your farming status'., 
. (Indicate rank by denoting the facto-s of greatest importance ass First - S*»ccr»b and etc 
The Plant or Qrenance boost in the Texarkarta Area 
for farm products by the btiyors* The prices paid to you 
The growth of other industry in general in the area 
